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ABSTRACT 

Movie recommendation systems help movie enthusiasts by suggesting movies to watch without the hassle of 
having to go through the time-consuming process of deciding from a large collection of movie streaming platforms that 
recommend movies and TV episodes. News organizations that suggest articles to readers, and online stores that suggest 
products to customers all benefit from these recommendation systems. The algorithms implemented in this research train 
their models on the MovieLens dataset and provide users with tailored movie recommendations. The study compares 
different machine learning algorithms, which include a Content-based model, item-item and user-user collaborative 
filtering (CF), Collaborative filtering with Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), K Nearest Neighbors, and Non-negative 
Factorization. The algorithms are evaluated using Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) to 
measure their accuracy and performance. While the proposed system which is based on a collaborative approach using 
SVD determines the connection between various users and, depending on their ratings, recommends movies to others with 
similar tastes, subsequently allowing users to explore more. The proposed approach using collaborative filtering with SVD 
performs better with a minimal RMSE of 0. 880258 by giving accurate and appropriate recommendations to the user. The 
model is further evaluated using performance metrics like Precision, Recall, and f1 score. So, CF with the SVD 
recommendation model is chosen for implementation and is integrated into a web application that allows the platform users 
to rate and review the available digital content as well as allows them to restrict screen time using a parental control 
system. The results of the study in this paper are presented in the form of tables, graphs, and statistical analyses, and can be 
used to guide the development of new and improved recommendation algorithms. 
 
Keywords: movie recommendation system, term frequency-inverse document frequency, content-based filtering, collaborative filtering, 
singular value decomposition. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Many contemporary businesses and organizations 
rely heavily on recommendation systems to personalize 
the user experience by making suggestions for goods, 
services, or materials that would be of interest to the 
specific user [1]. Informative suggestions are generated by 
these systems by analyzing users’ behavior, preferences, 
and other related data of the users’ anticipated preferences 
and interests [1] [3]. Digital content streaming services 
which include a review-rating system and a parental 
control system to limit the user's screen time can be done 
[2]. Recommendation algorithms can be of various forms, 
including content-based filtering, collaborative filtering, 
and hybrid approaches [3]. The Content-based model uses 
Term Frequency (TF), Inverse Document Frequency 
(IDF), and information Gain (IG) to extract features and 
suggest relevant content [4]. Many surveys are conducted 
on collaborative techniques for recommendation systems 
that derive information based on users’ choices. [4][5]. 
Collaborative filtering (CF) includes item-item CF and 
user-user CF. It constructs item-item and user-user 
similarity matrices respectively [5]. 

A probabilistic collaborative filtering approach 
was put forth by Langseth and Nielsen [13] and used on 
the MovieLens data. According to the experimental 
findings, the probability collaborative model can discover 

hidden variables that model some implicit knowledge 
about the target domain. In two areas, Bobadilla [14] 
offered a collaborative filtering technique. One is a joint 
suggestion from a user group, and the other is a 
recommendation from a group that is comparable to one 
that has a referenced item and uses joint collaborative 
filtering to utilize a limited reference or combine two 
situations. In a semi-supervised strategy to experiment, 
Jeong [15] provided a semi-explicit rating method 
depending on the unrated items. The outcome of the 
experiment demonstrates that semi-explicit rating data is 
preferable to pure explicit rating data. 

A hybrid approach is implemented by combining 
both the content-based recommendation approach and the 
CF model for more accurate results [8].  Collaborative 
Filtering with SVD is generally used to decrease the 
database's dimensionality and to suggest personalized 
recommendations based on a database of explicit product 
ratings. Some of the researchers compared how two 
recommender systems affected the generation of Top-N 
lists using a database of an e-commerce website and if it 
performed better than SVD [9]. There are other wide 
ranges of machine learning algorithms, such as neural 
networks, decision trees, and clustering algorithms [10]. 
Some of the challenges that exist in recommendation 
models are sparsity and cold start. In which Sparsity is 
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defined [15], when we compare the number of users to the 
number of products, we find that users will only rate a 
small portion of the entire number of objects. As a result, 
the User-Item matrix employed in collaborative 
approaches will have a sparse data structure. The cold-start 
describes [16] the issue of being unable to recommend 
new things to existing users is known as cold-start. This is 
because until enough items/movies have already been 
rated by the new user, the CF method cannot propose 
items/movies to them. The CF methodology will also be 
unable to suggest new things. 
 
METHODOLOGY 

The main contribution of the work in this paper is 
to provide a systematic evaluation of different 
recommendation algorithms which includes content-based 
filtering, item-item CF, user-user CF, and collaborative 
technique with SVD [16] and to identify the most effective 
algorithms for a given recommendation task. The work 
involves writing code to preprocess the dataset, 
implementing the algorithms being evaluated, and 
computing the evaluation metrics [17]. Recommendation 
algorithms are typically implemented in this paper using 
Python, along with some of the data analysis and machine 
learning libraries like Scikit-learn, Pandas, and NumPy.  
The study can also provide insights into the factors that 
affect the performance of recommendation systems, such 
as dataset characteristics and algorithm complexity. 

The MovieLens dataset [11] is widely used in 
recommendation systems, and it consists of movie ratings 
that were collected from the MovieLens website. The 
dataset includes movie ratings, movie metadata (such as 
genre and year of release), and user demographic 
information. There are several versions of the MovieLens 
dataset, with the most used being the MovieLens 100K, 
1M, 10M, and 20M datasets [10]. The MovieLens dataset 
is often used as a benchmark for recommender system 
algorithms, as it provides a large and diverse set of movie 
ratings that can be used for evaluation of the performance 
of different recommendation models. 

Content-based filtering and CF models are the 
most ubiquitous kinds of personalized recommendation 
systems. 
 
Content-Based Filtering 

The Content-Based model recommends based on 
the similarity of items or users using their 
genres/description/metadata/profile. Content-based models 
use TF-IDF [3] to determine the relative importance of 
movies. TF is the frequency of a word in a document and 
if a term occurs throughout all documents, the IDF 
attempts to minimize the weight of that term. [6]. 
 

  

IDF(ti) = log10                
 

After calculating TF-IDF scores using the Vector 

Space Model, the closest objects are determined. It stores 
each object as a vector in n-dimensional space and 
calculates the angles between the vectors to identify their 
proximity. It uses the Tfidf Vectorizer function from sci-
kit-learn to transform text to feature vectors and calculates 
Cosine Similarity as a numeric quantity that denotes the 
similarity among the movies [7]. There is no quantitative 
metric to judge content-based algorithms, so it must be 
done quantitatively. Recommended movies for Toy Story 
by the content-based model are shown in Fig. 3. 
 
Collaborative Filtering 

CF model is a technique based on the idea that 
users like a particular user can be used to predict how 
much users may like a movie/item those similar users have 
streamed except that user. The two main types of CF are 
user-user CF and item-item CF [5]. 

Before implementing the above two CF models 
[10], the MovieLens dataset is split into test and train 
datasets, and a copy of the train and test dataset is created. 
These datasets will be used for predicting the movies and 
evaluating the models [11]. In both cases, the model builds 
a similarity matrix by using any of the similarity metrics 
such as Jaccard similarity, Cosine Similarity, and Person 
similarity [10]. This model utilizes cosine similarity as a 
similarity measure between users to construct user-user 
similarity matrix items [3] and likewise, item-item 
similarity matrix which measures similarity between any 
two pairs of items [13]. To ignore recommending the same 
movie that the user already watched, a dummy train matrix 
is utilized. 

To evaluate the model, it evaluates the movie 
already rated by the user instead of predicting it for the 
movie not rated by the user. The RMSE and MAE of the 
CF model are shown in Table-1. For the given dataset, the 
use of user-based outperformed item-based CF with a 
minimal RMSE of 1.5 and MAE of 1.2 [9]. 
 
Collaborative Filtering Using Singular Value 

Decomposition 

Figure-1 is the basic architecture of the 
recommendation model using SVD. The input dataset i.e., 
the MovieLens dataset containing movie data and user 
data is supplied to the recommendation model [10]. 
Whenever the user performs certain queries on the 
recommendation user interface (UI), the recommendation 
engine performs certain operations, and it provides 
effective recommendations to the user. 
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Figure-1. The architecture of the collaborative filtering 
model using SVD. 

 
The first step in the CF model using SVD [16] is 

to prepare the user-item matrix in which rows and columns 
represent users and items respectively, the data fields in it 
represent the ratings given by users for a particular item. 
Next, the user-item matrix is decomposed using SVD into 
matrix U of order (m x k) representing user features, 
diagonal matrix Σ of order (k x k) representing the strength 
of latent factors, and matrix VT of order (k x n) 
representing item features.  The number of latent factors 
used to describe users and items in this case is k. 

According to the formula r_ui = U_u * V_i T, the 
rating of a user u for an item i is determined as the dot 
product of the respective user and item features. The 
predicted rating is then used to make recommendations, 
such as recommending items with the highest predicted 
ratings for a given user [9]. The matrices U, Σ, and VT are 
optimized using gradient descent or other optimization 
techniques to reduce the variation between predicted 
ratings and actual ratings in the training data. 
Regularization is often used to prevent overfitting and 
improve the generalization performance of the model. 

 
 

Figure-2. SVD recommendation model flowchart. 
 
Similarity Metrics 

To determine the similarity between items and 
users, generally recommendation systems utilize similarity 
metrics. The most used similarity metrics [18] for 
recommendation algorithms are Cosine Similarity, 

Pearson Correlation similarity, Jaccard similarity, 
Euclidean Distance, and Manhattan Distance. From these 
the approaches discussed above use Cosine similarity 
measures. 
 

Cosine similarity: Items and ratings are taken 
into consideration as vectors, and the angles between these 
two vectors are considered while determining similarities 
[4]. Any two objects can be compared at any angle to see 
how similar they are. This similarity measure works better 
with sparse datasets since it generates precise values that 
range from -1 to +1. The formula for the cosine similarity 
is given by, 
       cos(x, y) = x . y / ||x|| * ||y||                    
 
Performance Measures 

The following are some of the performance 
metrics that are used in this research work to evaluate the 
accuracy and performance of the implemented models. 
 

Root Mean Square Error: It calculates the error 
rate while predicting a non-rated item or movie for an 
active user [1]. 

RMSE = √Σ(Pi – Oi)2 / n                         

Mean Absolute error: The MAE[10] is a 
statistic that can be utilized to evaluate how accurate a 
particular model is. It is determined by: 
MAE = (1/n) * Σ|yi – xi                        
For the ith observation, Yi is the observed value. 
For the ith observation, xi is the predicted value. 
N is the total number of observations 
 

Precision: Precision measures the percentage of 
instances or samples that are accurately classified among 
those that have been classified as positives. 
 Precision = TP/(TP + FP)  
Where, 
True Positives (TP) 
 True Negatives (TN) 
 False Positives (FP) 
 

Recall: Recall quantifies the proportion of true 
positives that were accurately classified [1]. 
Recall = TP/ (TP + FN)   
Where, 
False Negatives (FN)        
F1 Score: The harmonic mean of recall and precision is 
the F1 score [1]. 
Accuracy = (TP + TN)/ (TP + TN + FP + FN)      
F1 score = 2 * (precision * recall) / (precision + recall) 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
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Graph-1. Distribution of ratings. 
 

Graph-1 depicts the percentage of users who 
rated the available movies in the Movie Lens dataset on a 
scale of 1 to 5 [1]. The graph tells about the users who 
have rated the movies, here in the Graph the x-axis states 
the rating that was given by the users, and the y-axis states 
the count of how many users have given the rating. 
 

 
 

Graph-2. Distribution of several ratings per Item. 
 

Graph-2 shows the number of ratings each item 
in the MovieLens dataset has received [1] [11]. The 
distribution of the number of ratings for each item 
received is shown in this graph. The x-axis of this graph 
shows the number of ratings that were provided for each 
item. Additionally, the number of ratings that were 
provided for each item is indicated on the y-axis. 
 

 
 

Figure-3. Recommended movies by content-based 
filtering model. 

 
Figure-3 shows the list of recommended movies 

by the content-based filtering recommendation algorithm 
using the TF-IDF model and cosine similarity measure 
[17]. 
 

Table-1. Table differentiating RMSE and MAE of user-
user and item-item collaborative filtering model. 

 

Model 
Root Mean 

Square Error 

Mean Absolute 

Error 

User-User CF 1.56 1.21 

Item-Item CF 2.51 2.21 

 
The typical user-based recommendation engine 

makes 1.2 errors, or (MAE) with a 1.5 RMSE score. An 
item-based recommendation engine with an RMSE score 
of 2.51 predicts user ratings with an inaccuracy of 2.21 
(MAE). (refer to Table-1) [10]. 
 

Table-2. Comparison of average RMSE and  
execution time. 

 

Algorithm test-rmse fit_time test_time 

SVD 0.880258 1.222029 0.568647 

NMF 0.934978 1.792422 0.311564 

KNNBasic 0.957676 0.112290 5.726139 

NormalPredictor 1.425498 0.090737 0.308566 

 
Table-2 shows the RMSE score, fit time, and test 

time for algorithms like SVD, NMF, KNN, and normal 
predictors. In comparison with models like SVD, NMF, 
KNN basic, and normal Predictor, SVD performs better 
with RMSE of 0.8802, fit time of 1.2202, and test time of 
0.5686 [9]. 
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Figure-4. Comparison of the estimated user’s rating with 
the user's actual ratings and determined error. 

 
Figure-4 depicts the estimated ratings (est) of a 

user with user id (uid) for an item/movie (iid) computed 
by the CF model using SVD. And by comparing estimated 
ratings (est) with actual ratings of a particular user error 
(err) is calculated as shown in Figure-4. 
 

 
 

Figure-5. Table showing computations of precision,  
recall and f1 score for different threshold values  

for CF with SVD. 
 

For each threshold rating on a scale from 0 to 5, 
the precision, recall, and f1 score for the CF model using 
SVD are calculated. As shown in Figure-5, the threshold 
value is 2.5, and since these values [1] are the least for this 
value, 2.5 is chosen as the threshold value for the rest of 
the computation. 
 

 
 

Graph-3. Visual representation of change precision and 
recall for different values of k. 

Graph-3 is the visual representation of change in 
precision and recall for different values of k. From Graph-
3, it can be observed that when k=4 there is a significant 
drop in values of precision. So, k=4 is chosen for further 
computations [1]. 
 

 
 

Figure-6. Top four recommendations for users with id 67. 
 

Figure-6 shows the top four recommendations for 
a random user with a user id of 67. The recommendations 
[9] are computed with a threshold rating of 2.5 and k as 4. 
Since precision, recall, and f1 scores are low with 
threshold = 2.5 and k = 4. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

The above research on various recommendation 
systems compares different machine learning algorithms 
for movie recommendations and evaluates their accuracy 
based on RMSE and MAE. The collaborative filtering 
approach with SVD is more effective and performs better 
when compared to other models with a minimal RMSE of 
0.880258. The proposed approach undergoes evaluation 
using additional metrics, including precision, recall, and 
the f1 score. The recommendation approach is built into a 
web service that lets users assess movies and then suggests 
suitable films based on other users' ratings. The study only 
used the MovieLens dataset for training the models, which 
limits the generalizability of the findings. Future research 
could consider using a more diverse dataset that includes a 
wider range of movies and user preferences. The study 
only compared a limited number of machine-learning 
algorithms for movie recommendations. Future research 
could explore other approaches, such as deep learning 
models and neural networks to see if they can further 
improve the accuracy of the recommendations. These are 
some potential areas for further enhancement. 
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